Abstract: Self-reported health is considered a health outcome related to neighborhood characteristics. This study analyzes the influence of urban multi-criteria deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare on individual self-reported health from a case study carried out in the city of Quito, Ecuador. A multi-criteria deprivation index and two alternative scenarios of this index were generated. A gravity-based measure of spatial accessibility to healthcare was also calculated. The neighborhood effects of deprivation measures and spatial accessibility to healthcare on individual self-reported health were evaluated by applying multilevel models. Significant neighborhood effects were found in two of the three applied multilevel models. This study contributes evidence of neighborhood effects on health outcomes, and can support urban planners and policy-makers in the reduction of urban health-related inequalities.
Introduction
Deprivation and limited access to healthcare are disadvantages related to health outcomes, and are indicators that can be reported in spatial units at different scales [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Deprivation is defined as a set of social and material disadvantages [11] , and is commonly calculated by combining socioeconomic information related to small census areas [8] . The indices of deprivation are developed primarily to identify healthcare inequalities and to support health planning and decision-making, due to the important influence of these indices on health outcomes [5, 9, 12] . Multi-criteria evaluation (MCE) encompasses a set of techniques of decision analyses to support spatial planning, and is commonly applied using geographic information systems (GIS) [13, 14] . These techniques have been applied to deprivation indices. For example, the analytical hierarchy process has been applied to construct a deprivation index [12] and the ordered weighted averaging method, to create different scenarios of deprivation [12, 15] . In this research, deprivation is a multidimensional measure of integrated weighted indicators related to household conditions, education, employment, and health.
Accessibility to healthcare is also a multidimensional measure that can be represented by the dimensions of availability, geographical accessibility, acceptability, or affordability [16] . In this research, the measure used to represent healthcare accessibility is spatial accessibility, which is the combination of geographical accessibility and availability [17] . Geographical accessibility refers to the distances between populations and healthcare services [18] ; availability of healthcare services refers to the number of services that a patient can choose from [16] . Several methods have been applied to calculate spatial accessibility to healthcare based on potential population demand, healthcare supply, and travel impedance [17, [19] [20] [21] . Thus, these methods also consider the concept of spatial accessibility as the combination of (geographical) accessibility and availability of healthcare services. Despite some differences, the methods to calculate spatial accessibility to healthcare are based on gravity models of accessibility.
Self-reported health can be considered as one of the main health outcomes [22] , and is a subjective health assessment that reflects an individual's integrated perception of health [23] . Self-reported health is also a reflection of an enduring self-concept of health [24] , and this reflection remains stable over time. However, this self-assessment is also context-related. Thus, exploring connections between the dimensions of deprivation, spatial accessibility to healthcare, and a health outcome, such as self-reported health, becomes an important issue in better understanding urban health processes-with both theoretical and practical implications.
In this article, two area-based measures are presented: a multi-criteria deprivation index, and a gravity-based measure of spatial accessibility to healthcare. Additionally, one individual-based measure of self-reported health is also presented, and two GIS-based scenarios of the deprivation index are also calculated. The neighborhood effects of the measures of deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare on individual self-reported health are analyzed, and implications related to urban health inequalities are discussed.
Materials and Methods

Study Area, Data Sources and the Measure of Self-Reported Health
This study was carried out in the city of Quito, Ecuador. Located in the Andes, Quito is the capital city of Ecuador and is home to more than 1.5 million inhabitants. The indices of multi-criteria deprivation and healthcare accessibility adapted to the city of Quito were used in the present study [25] . These indices draw on data from the 2010 population and housing census and the locations of primary healthcare services. These two indices were expressed on the smallest available scale level, i.e., census blocks.
The measure of self-reported health was extracted from a survey carried out in Quito in the months of July, August, and October of 2014 [26] . This survey utilized a two-stage sampling strategy. In the first stage, the study area was divided into 269 hexagons, of which 18 were randomly selected. Hexagons are useful polygons for building sampling tessellation that reduces sampling bias and ambiguities in analyses using Euclidean distances [27] . The number of hexagons was determined based on the interviewers' capacity in terms of time and financial resources. In the second stage, pseudo-random interviews were carried out by applying a door-to-door interview petition, considering population density of the sampling hexagons and people's willingness to be interviewed. The response rate of the survey was 61%, and 231 responses were used for this stud. Since this study is focused on access to primary healthcare services, the survey used 231 interviewees reported to attend to this kind of healthcare service. Considering the population of Quito, the error margin of the sample used was ±6, with a confidence level of 95%. The measure of self-reported health was generated using a dichotomous variable obtained from the survey data, where the value of 1 was assigned to people that reported having good or excellent health, and the value of 0 was assigned to people that reported having poor health. The answers of self-reported health are distributed in the entire city, according to the sampling strategy explained above.
The Multi-Criteria Deprivation Index and Its GIS-Based Scenarios
The multi-criteria deprivation index for the city of Quito was used in this study [25] . The index was calculated in each census block in the study area. The indicators used in this index were chosen considering both a human rights-based approach [3, 28] , and their potential to represent material and social disadvantages that can be related to health issues. The multicollinearities of the deprivation index's indicators were lower than five [3] .
The indicators of the index were weighted by applying the analytical hierarchical process (AHP) [29] , which is a multi-criteria evaluation technique based on experts' judgments. The AHP method has been widely demonstrated and discussed in several studies [12, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . The multi-criteria deprivation index for the city of Quito draws on the judgments of 13 experts of the fields of geography, health, and urban studies. The consistency of the experts' judgments has been verified by a consistency ratio lower than 0.10 [25, 32] . The detailed methodology used to construct the deprivation index is explained in the study published by Cabrera-Barona, Blaschke and Gaona [25] . The ten indicators used to construct the deprivation index and their corresponding AHP-based weights are shown in Table 1 . The multi-criteria deprivation index (D i ) is the weighted additive aggregation of the normalized indicators shown in Table 1 .
The D i scores are normalized, where values closer to 1 represent higher deprivation. Expressing a deprivation index in different scenarios is useful for identifying critical areas of deprivation, for strengthening deprivation indices that incorporate qualitative information, and for validating the original deprivation index [15] . Two alternative scenarios of the multi-criteria deprivation index were created using the Boolean operators of intersection and union. These Boolean operators were applied by performing the GIS-based ordered weighted averaging (OWA) models. The creation of these models to create deprivation index scenarios has been explained in detail in previous studies [12, 15] . The intersection operator is equivalent to the logic operator AND, and the union operator is equivalent to the logic operator OR. The AND operator assigns a weight of 1 to the indicator of the multi-criteria deprivation index within each census block that produces the lowest score of all the indicators, and 0 to the other nine indicators. On the other hand, the OR operator assigns a weight of 1 to the indicator of the multi-criteria deprivation index within each census block that produces the highest score of all the indicators [15] . From a GIS perspective, the multi-criteria deprivation index would be considered as the weighted linear combination of the ten indicators. The intersection alternative scenario is useful for highlighting extremely deprived neighborhoods, while the union alternative scenario maximizes the level of deprivation measurement in each census block.
The Spatial Accessibility to Healthcare
The measure of spatial accessibility to healthcare proposed by Cabrera-Barona, Blaschke, and Gaona [25] was applied in this study. This measure was developed to identify inequalities of healthcare accessibility in accessing primary healthcare services at different scales, and has been related to the multi-criteria deprivation index for the city of Quito to evaluate healthcare satisfaction. The distance decay function used in this measure was 1/d, with d representing the Euclidean distance from the population's center to the primary healthcare service. Euclidean distances are used since the available road network dataset for Quito was not appropriate for network analyses. However, the use of Euclidean distances is appropriate when studying many pairs of origins (e.g., census blocks' centroids) and destinations (e.g., primary healthcare services) in large areas (e.g., the city of Quito) [35] . Additionally, this kind of distance has been demonstrated to be a reasonable proxy of travel time and real distances to healthcare services [35, 36] . In the measure of spatial accessibility to healthcare, populations are spatially represented by the centroids of the census blocks. In the study area, 81% of the census blocks' centroids were located less than 1 km from the nearest primary healthcare service. More precisely, the average distance from the census blocks' centroids to the nearest primary healthcare service was found to be 668 m. Thus, the measure uses three service-area rings of 300 m, 600 m and 1200 m created around each primary healthcare service. Huff models [37] representing the probabilities of people's selection of a healthcare service out of other available services are also incorporated into the measure of spatial accessibility to healthcare. Therefore, the formula of this measure is expressed as follows:
where S j is the supply (number of healthcare staff) of the healthcare service at location j and P k represents the populations located in each threshold of the service-area rings. Prob i represents the probability of choosing the healthcare service at location j and is calculated with the formula:
where S s denotes any healthcare service within the maximum distance of 1200 m from population location i.
Neighborhood Effects of Deprivation and Spatial Accessibility to Healthcare on Individual Self-Reported Health
The individuals reporting their health status can be considered as spatially "nested" in the census blocks-areas with characteristics of deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare. The interactions of these area-level characteristics influence the self-reported health of individuals. To evaluate this influence, multilevel models were calculated considering three kinds of neighborhoods: (i) a neighborhood with characteristics of multi-criteria deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare; (ii) a neighborhood with characteristics of the intersection alternative scenario of deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare; (iii) a neighborhood with characteristics of the union alternative scenario of deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare. Because the measure of self-reported health was a dichotomous variable, multilevel models for binary responses were applied. A multilevel model for a binary dependent variable can be expressed as follows:
where the term log π ij 1−π ij represents the self-reported health, β 0 is the overall mean across all the areas, u 0j represents the effects of census block j, and r ij is an individual-level error term. The term u 0j can be considered as the representation of the areal or neighborhood effects of the interaction of deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare. These effects are also called random effects [38] , and these effects can be expressed through the variance partition coefficient (VPC). Using the VPC, the amount of individual-level variances of self-reported health attributable to the area-level measures of deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare can be identified. Finally, the statistical likelihood ratio (LR) was used to test the significance of the neighborhood effects. Figure 1 depicts the multi-criteria deprivation index and the two alternative scenarios of deprivation. The multi-criteria deprivation index shows low levels of deprivation in the city of Quito. 98% of the city has low to medium values of deprivation (<0.5). The 2% with the highest deprivation are concentrated in the census blocks located in the extreme south of the city and in the extreme northwest. These areas are not actual slums but are peripheral areas with limited access to several services, and some of them have illegal constructions. Most of the low-income residential areas and industrial zones are located in the south of the city. However, the deprivation values remain low in these areas, mainly because most of the city's households have proper access to basic services. Services such as educational centers, healthcare services, and parks are also geographically accessible from the different neighborhoods of the city. northwest. These areas are not actual slums but are peripheral areas with limited access to several services, and some of them have illegal constructions. Most of the low-income residential areas and industrial zones are located in the south of the city. However, the deprivation values remain low in these areas, mainly because most of the city's households have proper access to basic services. Services such as educational centers, healthcare services, and parks are also geographically accessible from the different neighborhoods of the city. In the intersection alternative scenario of deprivation, 99% of the city has deprivation values lower than 0.5, while in the case of the union alternative scenario of deprivation, 43% of the city has deprivation values lower than 0.5.
Results
The average values of the multi-criteria deprivation index, the intersection alternative scenario, and the union alternative scenario were 0.13 ± 0.09 std. dev., 0.020 ± 0.09 std. dev., and 0.53 ± 0.19 std. In the intersection alternative scenario of deprivation, 99% of the city has deprivation values lower than 0.5, while in the case of the union alternative scenario of deprivation, 43% of the city has deprivation values lower than 0.5.
The average values of the multi-criteria deprivation index, the intersection alternative scenario, and the union alternative scenario were 0.13 ± 0.09 std. dev., 0.020 ± 0.09 std. dev., and 0.53 ± 0.19 std. dev., respectively.
The areas of the city with the highest spatial accessibility to healthcare are mainly located in the center of the city, in the south, and in the extreme northeast (Figure 2) . However, when reading the results of gravity-based measures of spatial accessibility, the interpreter should be cautious: the medium scores of these kinds of measures can range around 0.001 [20, 39] . In this study, after normalizing the measure of spatial accessibility to healthcare, the mean is 0.04 ± 0.05 std. dev. Thus, it can be said that the study area has a good spatial accessibility to healthcare. This means that areas with accessibility values higher than 0.05 are areas with notable accessibility to healthcare (darker areas in Figure 2 ).
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The models also show that 22% of the variance in self-reported health can be attributed to differences between neighborhoods (census blocks) where spatial accessibility to healthcare is combined with multi-criteria deprivation, or with the union alternative scenario of deprivation. 
Discussion
Urban deprivation indices are widely used to evaluate the impacts of social and material disadvantages on health, and spatial accessibility to healthcare has been linked to the utilization of healthcare services. However, limited attention has been paid to studying the combined influences of urban deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare on individual health. The concept of neighborhood may vary depending on research interests; however, census blocks have been successfully used as proxies of neighborhoods to evaluate neighborhood influences on individual health outcomes [40] . The measure of healthcare accessibility presented in this study needs to be understood as a measure of potential access to healthcare. Neighborhood-level potential access to healthcare has an impact on health [2] . On the other hand, neighborhood-level deprivation has been proven to influence self-reported individual health [41] .
This study shows that 22% of the variance in self-reported health can be attributed to differences between neighborhoods where spatial accessibility to healthcare is combined with multi-criteria deprivation, or with the union alternative scenario of deprivation. In other words, people's perceptions of their health are very likely to be influenced by the socioeconomic conditions of the neighborhood where they live, and the location of the neighborhood in relation to the nearest primary healthcare service.
This result is consistent with the epidemiological evidence of the influence of the place of residence on individuals' health [40] . Even individuals with similar socioeconomic characteristics are likely to exhibit different health outcomes depending on the socioeconomic characteristics of the neighborhoods they live in [42] . A reliable conceptualization of place effects on health considers the importance of calculating area-based indices based on basic human needs [43] , just like the multi-criteria deprivation index for the city of Quito.
In the union scenario, the deprivation levels tend to be maximized, which is why the OR operator is also called "risk-seeking". The OR operator assigns an order weight of 1 to the deprivation index indicator within each census block that has the highest value, and an order weight of 0 to the other deprivation index indicators. The results of the multilevel model that incorporated the union scenario of deprivation have a very important implication: they showed the possibility of only considering the indicator with the highest value out of all the indicators composing a deprivation index to analyze neighborhood influences on a health outcome, such as self-reported health. For instance, in most of the census blocks of the study area, the indicator with the highest value was the percentage of the population that has no public social insurance. This indicator could be used as a simple contextual variable. In the study area, the importance of having social insurance for healthcare accessibility and healthcare satisfaction has been reported at the individual-level [26] . It is likely that the area-level indicator of having social insurance, as a simple measure of health inequality, may be linked to area-level measures of spatial accessibility to healthcare.
The intersection scenario of deprivation can identify severely deprived neighborhoods [15] , which can be useful to support policy-making and urban planning. However, it is important to identify which indicator is the most indicative of local deprivation in areas of the city shown to be the most deprived in all spatial representations of deprivation, including the original multi-criteria deprivation index. The most deprived areas in the city are those located in the extreme northwest and extreme south. In these areas, the indicator with the highest value is the percentage of households without access to the sewerage system (between 93 and 100 percent of households).
The incorporation of possible individual-level predictors of self-reported health is beyond the scope of this study. However, it is important to consider that the variation of self-reported health can also be related to the variation of other characteristics of individuals living in the census blocks. Planning measures to improve public health need to focus on places, as well as on individuals [42] . For instance, poor individuals living in deprived neighborhoods have marked place-related negative health, while these effects may not be relevant if the poor individuals are living in wealthy neighborhoods [41] . Demographic features and economic conditions of individuals are characteristics that can be used as control variables in studies using the multilevel models applied in this paper.
Another interesting point could be to study whether the values of individual self-reported health are influenced by neighborhood values of this measure. Additionally, other neighborhood-level variables could be used (e.g., a neighborhood's social cohesion, or a neighborhood's exposure to pollution) to assess the influence of these variables on self-reported health. In fact, collective social functioning, such as social cohesion, cultural practices and ideological backgrounds, are contextual (neighborhood-based) effects that may influence individual health [43] .
Euclidean distances are highly correlated to real distances [36] . This kind of distance measure, and the probabilities of choosing healthcare services, were found to be straightforward indicators for constructing a meaningful measure of spatial accessibility to healthcare, and can be feasibly replicated in future research. Different distance thresholds may be used depending on the study area in future research. Furthermore, the spatial accessibility measure used in this study is adaptable, and researchers can test the measure by using other types of distances, such as real distances or perceived distances.
Alternative neighborhood delineations can be used to express the area-level measures of deprivation and healthcare accessibility. Different neighborhood delineations are equivalent to the different spatial structure of places or neighborhoods where people live, and to different scales of analysis. Identifying scale-free relationships between area-level measures of deprivation and healthcare accessibility and spatial structure metrics is a challenge in the study of urban dynamics [44] . The contextual effects found in this study may be subjected to these scale-free relationships, and further evaluation of the spatial implications of these contextual effects can support more efficient health and urban planning in the study area.
It is also important to mention that even when temporal mismatches exist in the used data sources, no extreme changes of census variables are expected between the year of the census (2010) and the year of the survey (2014). Therefore, the calculated multi-criteria deprivation index is suitable for the year 2014. Additionally, as mentioned in the introduction, self-reported health is a variable that tends to remain stable over time. There is a promising possibility for future research to apply the methodology of this study with an upcoming census, and to use the same survey data as in this study. This research has provided valuable information to support heath inequality analyses. First, the neighborhood effects suggest that planning and decision-making to improve health outcomes should not only be based on the healthcare service perspective, but also on the social and economic environments of the urban population. Second, the intra-urban variations of self-reported health between areas with different levels of deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare can offer urban planners valuable insights to connect local perceptions to strategies of planning healthier urban neighborhoods. Third, the results also suggest that considering simple indicators that contribute most to composite deprivation may be as useful as using a composite index of deprivation.
Additionally, the applied methodology can offer urban and health planners numerous sets of tools for understanding how the spatial representations of spatial accessibility to healthcare and deprivation either shelter or expose individuals to different health states. The spatial approach to understanding access to healthcare also offered insights into the relationships of healthcare services supply, population, and geographical distances. Furthermore, the results of mapping access to healthcare and deprivation become fundamental when linking values of these area-level measures to the individuals' self-reported health.
Conclusions
The findings of this study contribute evidence of neighborhood effects of deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare on self-reported health. In terms of deprivation, the original multi-criteria deprivation index and the union scenario of deprivation contribute to these neighborhood effects. The evidence of these effects is clear: 22% of the variation of self-reported health can be attributed to differences between census blocks where values of the multi-criteria deprivation index-or union scenario deprivation-and spatial accessibility to healthcare interact. The results of this research show that linking self-reported health, multi-criteria deprivation, and spatial accessibility to healthcare could further inform investigations in the study of neighborhood effects on urban health, and could support decision-makers in urban planning. The results of the deprivation index and its scenarios can guide decision-makers to identify urgent zones to be addressed in order to reduce social and material disadvantages. Self-reported health is an important quality of life indicator. Policies to improve social and material conditions in neighborhoods will positively impact health outcomes in the study area, such as self-reported health. It is also necessary that health planners and physicians consider the importance of contextual (neighborhood-level) effects on population health. Contextual characteristics such as deprivation and spatial accessibility to healthcare may be relevant factors influencing people's health in addition to primary healthcare. This study shows the potential implications of integral and multidisciplinary perspectives in urban planning. Processes of urban planning and decision-making need to link diverse elements such as health, perceptions, social issues and access to services to ensure a more pluralistic view of cities' functionalities.
